Micromedex® solutions
Drug Interactions Policy

Background
A drug interaction is defined as a clinically meaningful alteration in the exposure and/or response to a drug that has occurred as a result of the co-administration of another drug. Monitoring and alerting for drug interactions is an important role of clinicians.

The use of clinical decision support (CDS) systems in health systems can improve medical documentation, reduce errors, and improve patient safety. An important part of CDS systems is drug interaction information. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) include drug interaction CDS alerts in their meaningful use guidelines for electronic health records. Research shows that both prescribers and pharmacists are often unable to recognize potential drug interactions when presented outside a CDS tool, making the use of CDS systems a significant part of the workflow for clinicians. Unfortunately, the use of CDS systems does not show consistent reductions in drug interaction interventions, based on reviewing the number of alerts generated and acted on by prescribers.

In an effort to be all-inclusive, current systems alert for drug interactions with limited clinical relevance and may extrapolate drug interactions to other drugs in the same therapeutic and pharmacologic class. Current systems also include theoretical drug interactions which are not supported by current medical evidence but are based solely on theoretical lists from manufacturers or other sources. Excess alerts may lead to alert fatigue and inappropriate drug interaction overrides by the clinician. Clinically important drug interactions may be missed in the “noise” of many non-clinically relevant interactions. Research shows clinicians have high override rates for drug interactions. A recent study showed physicians override of drug interaction alerts 95% of the time. Past estimates range from 33% to 96%. Experts recommend reducing alert fatigue by lowering the number of alerts presented to clinicians and by increasing alert specificity. A recent expert group also recommended drug compendia and CDS systems do not necessarily need to align with product labeling if the labeling is not consistent with existing evidence in order to prevent excess noise and alert fatigue. It is critical that busy clinicians are provided with only clinically relevant, evidence-based drug interaction information.

Action
Truven Health Analytics is committed to providing clinically relevant, evidence-based drug information for clinical users, and helping solve the problem of drug interactions. Micromedex solutions is aligning with the recommendations of the drug interaction experts. Going forward, drug interactions in Micromedex products will meet specific criteria for inclusion. These criteria are:
1. Contraindicated drug interactions
2. Specifically named substances from the source document that have a clinically actionable recommendation or where a clinically important effect occurs
3. Drug interactions supported by evidence-based published medical literature:
   a. Human study of 6 or more subjects
   b. In vivo study with validated substrates, inhibitors, or inducers
   c. Case reports with Drug Interaction Probability Scale (DIPS) score of 5 or greater (Probable), using the DRug Interaction eVidence Evaluation Instrument (DRIVE).
4. Pharmacodynamic drug interactions: Pharmacodynamic drug interactions are also called additive adverse effects. These drug interactions are created if they fulfill another rule above (eg are contraindicated) or are one of the following types that commonly result in patient harm:
   a. Anticoagulants
   b. Hypoglycemic Agents
   c. Respiratory depressants
   d. QT Prolongation
   e. Serotonin syndrome-producing agents

The following drug interactions will not be created in Micromedex solutions content:
1. Negative drug interactions
2. Moderate or weak inhibitors/inducers unless meet other criteria
3. Based solely on in vitro or animal data
4. Occur outside of therapeutic dosages
5. The stated effect is not clinically relevant (e.g., when clinical relevance is not supported by additional literature or when a causal relationship between drug interaction and effect is poorly established)
6. Interactions caused by disease states

Drugs are often inhibitors, inducers, or substrates of specific enzymes or transporters that may affect drug interactions. Micromedex solutions has developed clinically sound, evidence-based criteria to determine which drugs belong on which enzyme and transporter lists. Lists are available in the Micromedex solutions product by going to Drug Interactions in the Drug Consults list. Clinicians also may use the lists to verify if alternative agents are also affected by a drug interaction, helping the clinician make informed decisions for their patients.

Micromedex drug interactions will continue to be classified by Severity, Onset, and Documentation. In addition, Micromedex solutions provides an Interaction Effect, Clinical Management, and Probable Mechanism along with Literature Reports for each drug interaction. The new, streamlined alerts will minimize noise and decrease the risk of alert fatigue, providing clinicians with the evidence-based material needed to make clinically sound decisions for every patient, every time.


